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 Quick Cash Charging Pilot  
Participation Agreement 

 

This Quick Cash Charging Pilot Participation Agreement (“Agreement”) is entered into between 

Wright-Hennepin Cooperative Electric Association (“Cooperative”) and member (“Participant”).  

WHEREAS, Cooperative is initiating a pilot involving a behavioral study for charging electric 

vehicles (EVs); and 

WHEREAS, Participant is a member of the Cooperative who has a Battery-Electric Vehicle (BEV) 

with a minimum of 4.5 charger rating and a hardwired, level 2 -240-volt plug or wall-mounted level 2 

charging station. Participant wishes to be part of Cooperative’s Quick Cash Charging Pilot through 

February 1, 2025, and is not taking part in any other EV charging program offered by the Cooperative; 

and 

WHEREAS, the parties hereby memorialize the terms and conditions of participation in the pilot 

below. 

1. Participant will supply their own BEV. Plug-in-Hybrid vehicles are not eligible to take part in 

the pilot. 

2. Participant must have a hardwired, level 2 -240-volt plug or wall-mounted level 2 charging 

station. 

3. Cooperative will not control or limit charging but will ask Participant to manage charging in 

times of high energy demand. Participant will be notified via email. 

4. Cooperative has engaged with FlexCharging to offer this pilot. 

5. FlexCharging provides the FlexCharging application for use with EV telematics to document 

vehicle usage and charging data.  

6. Participant agrees to allow the Cooperative to use, in Cooperative’s sole discretion, all data 

gathered during the pilot. 

7. Participant agrees to FlexCharging’s Terms of Use.  

8. As consideration for Participant’s participation in the pilot, Participant will receive a $20.00 

credit each month on their Cooperative statement.  

A. If a Participant withdraws from the pilot early, the Participant will no longer receive 

the monthly credit. 

9. Participant agrees to indemnify, defend, and hold the Cooperative harmless from and 

against any loss, damage, or other liability that may arise because of Participant’s 

participation in this EV Quick Cash Charging Pilot. 

10. Cooperative reserves the right to re-evaluate, change or cancel the pilot program at any 

time before or after February 28, 2025.  

 


